Adaptive divergence and speciation may happen despite opposition by gene flow. Identifying the genomic basis underlying divergence with gene flow is a major task in evolutionary genomics. Most approaches (e.g., outlier scans) focus on genomic regions of high differentiation. However, not all genomic architectures potentially underlying divergence are expected to show extreme differentiation. Here, we develop an approach that combines hybrid zone analysis (i.e., focuses on spatial patterns of allele frequency change) with system-specific simulations to identify loci inconsistent with neutral evolution. We apply this to a genome-wide SNP set from an ideally suited study organism, the intertidal snail Littorina saxatilis, which shows primary divergence between ecotypes associated with different shore habitats. We detect many SNPs with clinal patterns, most of which are consistent with neutrality. Among non-neutral SNPs, most are located within three large putative inversions differentiating ecotypes. Many non-neutral SNPs show relatively low levels of differentiation. We discuss potential reasons for this pattern, including loose linkage to selected variants, polygenic adaptation and a component of balancing selection within populations (which may be expected for inversions). Our work is in line with theory predicting a role for inversions in divergence, and emphasizes that genomic regions contributing to divergence may not always be accessible with methods purely based on allele frequency differences. These conclusions call for approaches that take spatial patterns of allele frequency change into account in other systems.
evolution, many of which are located in three large putative genomic rearrangements that we report here for the first time. We also find that many non-neutral SNPs show relatively low levels of differentiation, and discuss potential reasons, including polygenic adaptation, loose linkage to selected loci, and balancing selection within populations. Our results demonstrate the power of combining modeling with genomic data on individuals from intensive hybrid zone sampling.
Adaptive divergence is a key process generating biodiversity: it causes intraspecies genetic and phenotypic structure and may ultimately lead to speciation (Schluter 2001; Nosil 2012) . However, gene flow counteracts divergence (Lenormand 2002) , as weakly locally adapted alleles may be "swamped" and recombination may break up locally favorable allele combinations (Felsenstein 1981) . Nevertheless, numerous taxa evolve and maintain divergence in the face of gene flow (Pinho and Hey 2010; Butlin et al. 2014; Ravinet et al. 2017 Ravinet et al. , 2018 . This requires selection pressures that are strong enough to overcome the homogenizing effects of gene flow. In addition, theory predicts that adaptive divergence might be facilitated by genomic architectures that are well-suited to resist gene flow (Garant et al. 2006; Smadja and Butlin 2011) . Such architectures reduce the potential for recombination to break up locally favorable allele combinations (Smadja and Butlin 2011) and include loci with large phenotypic effects, clusters of divergently selected loci and chromosomal rearrangements containing multiple selected loci (Kirkpatrick and Barton 2006; Faria and Navarro 2010; Yeaman and Whitlock 2011; Rafajlović et al. 2016) .
Empirical work detailing the genomic architectures and selection pressures associated with adaptive divergence is still limited to a relatively small number of systems, and may suffer from bias. Most studies so far have applied genome scans, identifying loci with elevated levels of differentiation between populations (e.g., F ST ). While many important insights have been obtained, standard F ST scans suffer from several caveats. F ST is not always a good indicator of divergent selection, as it is affected by confounding factors including drift, demographic history, and background selection (Noor and Bennett 2009; Cruickshank and Hahn 2014; Ravinet et al. 2017) . Moreover, even aside from confounding factors, loci contributing to divergence may not necessarily be expected to show strongly elevated differentiation. For example, if a large number of loci underlies a trait, divergence can be achieved by an increased covariance of allelic effects, while allele frequency differences remain relatively small (Le Corre and Kremer 2012; Yeaman 2015) . As another example, divergently selected loci might be affected by balancing selection within populations at the same time. This may be expected especially in genomic regions where chromosomal rearrangements (e.g., inversions) segregate. A possible reason for this is as follows: recombination between inverted and ancestral haplotypes is not possible or strongly reduced. Therefore, the two haplotypes may accumulate different sets of recessive deleterious mutations, and/or different sets of universally adaptive alleles, over time. This may lead to increased fitness in heterozygote individuals, generating balancing selection. This effect is not mutually exclusive with different karyotypes being favored in different habitats, and can therefore lead to divergence without fixation. These examples (polygenic and balancing selection) show that using F ST to detect divergently selected genomic regions may bias against certain genomic architectures. In addition, the nature of the divergent selection pressures often remains obscure when genome scans are used, because linking outlier loci to specific phenotypes or environmental factors is difficult.
Hybrid zone analysis offers a promising approach that may contribute to solving these problems (Harrison and Larson 2016; Ravinet et al. 2017) . Its key feature is a difference in sampling scheme: Rather than using distinct spatially separate samples, it involves samples from the continuum between diverging populations across an environmental transition. Allele frequencies at divergently selected loci are expected to change clinally (i.e., gradually), reflecting the antagonism between divergent selection and gene flow (Barton and Hewitt 1985; Barton and Gale 1993) . The slope at the cline center is expected to reflect the strength of divergent selection (Slatkin 1973; Barton and Hewitt 1985; Barton and Gale 1993) . Consequently, cline analysis should allow for the identification of divergently selected loci that do not show high F ST (but do have steep clines).
In addition, hybrid zones can help to establish phenotypegenotype-selection links that are impossible to obtain from outlier scan data alone. The centers of spatial clines for genotypes and phenotypes are expected to co-locate with the environmental transition driving divergence; associations between divergent traits and causative genomic variants are expected within the hybrid zone, allowing for the identification of genomic regions involved in adaptation (e.g., Lindtke et al. 2013) .
Hybrid zone analysis has traditionally been applied to highly divergent populations where clines formed after secondary contact, and has often used relatively small numbers of genetic markers (e.g., Szymura and Barton 1986) . In contrast, hybrid zone analysis on a genome-wide scale is just beginning (Vines et al. 2016; Gompert et al. 2017; Stankowski et al. 2017) , and has not been widely applied to systems with extensive gene flow during the course of divergence. A key requirement is to establish the expectation for neutral loci: i.e., to identify the distribution of cline parameters for loci unlinked to selected loci under a realistic demographic model. Only then is it possible to identify non-neutral loci deviating from this expectation.
We have studied a hybrid zone between two ecotypes of the marine snail Littorina saxatilis. In this species, divergent ecotypes have evolved in multiple locations across Europe despite ongoing gene flow (i.e., primary divergence) (Panova et al. 2006; Butlin et al. 2014) . In our sampling area in Sweden, the "Crab ecotype" occupies boulder fields inhabited by predatory crabs; the "Wave ecotype" lives on steep cliffs exposed to heavy wave action (Johannesson et al. 2010) . The Crab ecotype is much larger, thicker-shelled, and more wary than the Wave ecotype (Johannesson et al. 2010) . It is clear that both crab predation and wave exposure contribute to divergence (Johannesson 1986; Boulding et al. 2017; Le Pennec et al. 2017 ), but their relative importance remains uncertain. Crab and Wave ecotypes also differ strongly with regard to shell color. There is good evidence for selection on shell colors in this habitat (Johannesson and Butlin 2017) , but the exact source and mechanism of selection is unclear.
Assortative mating and habitat choice may contribute to reproductive isolation between ecotypes (Johannesson et al. 2010) . Despite these reproductive barriers, hybrid zones have formed at the (typically sharp) environmental transitions between cliffs and boulder fields (Panova et al. 2006; Hollander et al. 2015) . Hybrid zones are narrow (tens of meters), as L. saxatilis is ovoviviparous (gives birth to juvenile snails rather than laying eggs) and lacks a pelagic larval stage, reducing dispersal (Reid 1996) .
We sampled, genotyped and phenotyped snails across a hybrid zone on the Swedish west coast to explore the potential of analyzing a primary hybrid zone with genomic data. Specifically, we aimed to: (1) develop an approach to identify loci under direct or linked divergent selection using cline analysis, and ask whether evidence for divergent selection is necessarily associated with high levels of differentiation; (2) test how loci influenced by divergent selection are distributed across the genome, and whether they form clusters; and finally, (3) test how phenotypes and allele frequencies change in space, to identify selective axes and other factors influencing cline patterns.
Methods

SAMPLING, HABITAT, AND PHENOTYPES
We sampled 600 snails from a transect of ß150 m aẗ Angklåvebukten ("ANG", 58.8697°, 11.1197°) on the Swedish west coast in June 2013 (Fig. 1A) . For each snail, we recorded its exact position in three dimensions and photographed its shell before preserving tissue in ethanol. To allow one-dimensional cline fitting, snail positions were reduced to a path along the shore following the center of the snail distribution. A line consisting of 11 straight segments and following the center of the sampling area was adjusted using a custom R script to minimize the mean squared distance of sample (x,y) coordinates from the line (orange line in Fig. 1A ). The nearest position on this line was found for each snail and the cumulative distance from the north end of the transect ("Crab" environment) to this point was used in cline fitting. We also recorded habitat features (boulder vs. cliff substrate) at 1,663 points on the transect.
Shell color and pattern were classified from the photographs; shell size and shape were obtained from 15 landmarks (Ravinet et al. 2016) . Quantitative phenotypes (size and shape) were rescaled to range between 0 and 1, for ease of comparison among traits and with SNP clines, such that the most extreme Crab ecotype individual had a score of 0 and the most extreme Wave ecotype individual had a score of 1. Clines were fitted to these phenotypes and to color/pattern morph frequencies using custom R scripts (Supporting Information Appendix, Methods S1).
REFERENCE GENOME ASSEMBLY AND LINKAGE
MAP CONSTRUCTION
We assembled a L. saxatilis draft reference genome based on sequencing data from a single Crab ecotype individual (N50 44,284 bp; NG50 [based on genome size 1.35 Gbp] 55,450 bp; maximum scaffold length 608,273 bp; total number of contigs 388,619; Supporting Information Appendix, Methods S2, Tables S1-S3). We also generated a linkage map for L. saxatilis, using a single Crab ecotype F1 family sequenced with the same capture sequencing probes used for the hybrid zone analysis (details in Supporting Information Appendix, Methods S3). We obtained 17 linkage groups (LGs), as expected from the L. saxatilis karyotype (Janson 1983a; Rolán-Alvarez et al. 1996) , between 45.5 and 88.8 cM (centimorgan) long. Total map length was 1011.9 cM and resolution was ß0.2 cM. Therefore, most map positions are associated with multiple scaffolds or contigs (and SNPs).
DNA EXTRACTION, CAPTURE SEQUENCING, AND BIOINFORMATICS
DNA was extracted from a piece of foot tissue using a CTAB protocol for 373 sexually mature individuals from the transect sample. Targeted capture sequencing (Illumina) was applied with 40,000 probes, randomly distributed across the genome (Supporting Information Appendix, Methods S4). Reads were filtered and mapped to the L. saxatilis genome assembly using a custom pipeline (Supporting Information Appendix, Methods S4). Either SNP calls or allelic read depths were used in subsequent analyses, retaining only SNPs within 1,000 bp of a SNP included in our linkage map.
CLINE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATIONS
After further filtering for departure from Hardy-Weinberg expectations, sex differences, and allele-frequency patterns, we fitted clines for each SNP using read-depth data rather than relying on genotype calls. We fitted several cline models (simple sigmoid clines, left-tailed clines, right-tailed clines, two-tailed clines; equations in Derryberry et al. (2014) ) using maximum likelihood estimation (bbmle package in R, function mle2, Bolker and R Development Core Team 2012). Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) was used to select the best model, with AIC > 4. For details, see Supporting Information Appendix, Methods S5.
To distinguish neutral clines from clines indicating the direct effect of divergent selection, or its indirect effect on linked loci, we used simulations tailored closely to our system (for details see Supplementary Document S1). Very briefly, we simulated individuals in a system of primary divergence for 4,000 generations. We constructed individual-based simulations of a chain of 152 demes, each deme assumed to be 1 m wide, with a change of environment after deme 85 (so that the position of the simulated environmental transition corresponded to the observed one). Individuals were diploid and carried sets of loci under divergent selection (n = 200), as well as unlinked neutral loci. Wherever possible, parameters were chosen based on empirical estimates. In particular, the total selection coefficient was s = 0.7 (Janson 1983b ) and dispersal distance was estimated from the elevation in LD at the cline center (Supplementary Information Appendix, Methods S6). Simulation output was analyzed with the same scripts used for observational data. Simulations are described in full in Supplementary Document S1.
ASSOCIATION, HERITABILITY, AND LINKAGE
DISEQUILIBRIUM ANALYSES
For 106,599 SNPs passing filters, imputation of missing genotypes was performed using LinkImpute (Money et al. 2015 ). An association analysis was performed for all measured traits using the egscore() function from the GenABEL R package (Aulchenko et al. 2007) , which implements the EIGENSTRAT method (Price et al. 2006) . For continuous traits, the software HEIDI (Kostem and Eskin 2013) was used to estimate the overall heritability and to partition heritability among chromosomes. For LGs 6, 14, and 17, we also partitioned the contributions of large blocks enriched in non-neutral SNPs ("nnBlocks"; see below) and the rest of the LG.
The data set used for association mapping was also used to calculate LD between SNPs within nnBlocks and outside nnBlocks on the same linkage groups (LG6, LG14, and LG17) using the genetics package in R (https://CRAN.R-project. org/package=genetics).
For further details see Supporting Information Appendix, Methods S7.
Results
SHORE STRUCTURE AND PHENOTYPIC PATTERNS
We obtained 600 snails from a 152 m transect along the shore (Fig. 1) . The transect covers two habitat transitions: one from the crab-inhabited boulder field to a rock platform, and one from the rock platform to the near-vertical, wave-exposed cliff (Fig. 1A , "1" and "2", respectively). As the rock platform is subject to increased wave exposure, but accessible to crabs, "Crab" and "Wave" selection pressures change somewhat independently. All measured phenotypic traits (shell shape, centroid size, and four colors [beige, dark beige, black, banded]) varied clinally along the transect ( Fig. 1B ; Supporting Information Appendix, Figs. S1 and S2, Tables S4 and S5).
IDENTIFICATION OF NON-NEUTRAL SNPS AND EXTENT OF DIFFERENTIATION
After mapping the capture sequencing reads of the 373 genotyped individuals from the hybrid zone against the reference genome, we obtained 146,671 SNPs on 11,775 contigs passing filters. Spatial patterns at 75,562 SNPs (51.5%) were better explained by a model of clinal change than by a model with constant allele frequency, based on an AIC difference of at least 4 (hereafter "clinal SNPs;" Supporting Information Appendix, Table S6 ). For these, we estimated cline width, slope (calculated as the product of the allele frequency difference between cline ends and the inverse of the cline width), center, and allele frequencies at the "Crab" and "Wave" ends of the cline (Supplementary Information Appendix, Methods S5). The variance explained by the cline models (var.ex) was generally low (under 20% for the vast majority of SNPs, Fig. 2A , light blue). It is likely that many of these clinal SNPs are neutral, with clines generated by isolation-by-distance combined with a genome-wide reduction of gene flow across the habitat transition(s). To distinguish neutral clines from those indicating selection, we compared the observed clines with neutral and selected simulated clines. As expected, all simulated selected SNPs showed steep clines, and the cline model explained a large proportion of the variance in the read count data (high var.ex; Fig.  2A ). Of the simulated neutral SNPs, 66.8% showed clines; however, cline slopes and var.ex were clearly lower than for simulated selected SNPs (Fig. 2A) . In contrast to the simulated selected SNPs, most SNPs in our observed dataset are probably not under direct selection, and the observed data are noisier than the simulated data. For these reasons, we did not expect observed SNPs affected by divergent selection to show var.ex values as high as those found for simulated selected SNPs. However, the comparison between simulated neutral and selected SNPs does indicate that the var.ex can be used as a criterion to identify SNPs that are inconsistent with neutrality and may be affected by divergent selection. We therefore identified observed non-neutral SNPs as those with var.ex above a threshold defined by the 99 th percentile of simulated neutral loci (threshold = 35.69; Fig. 2A ). Some of these 1,891 putatively non-neutral SNPs (1.4% of all SNPs included in the cline fitting) are likely to be affected by divergent selection, while some are likely to be false positives. Overall, 226 SNPs had higher var.ex than observed at all in the neutral simulated data ( Fig. 2A) . Non-neutral SNPs showed wider clines, increased allele frequency differences between cline ends, and a closer association of cline centers with the habitat transitions compared to SNPs consistent with neutrality (Fig. 2B) . A greater average cline width of non-neutral SNPs was explained by the fact that the full set of clinal SNPs (Fig. 2B ) contained many SNPs with width estimates at the lower boundary allowed during model fitting (1 m; see Supporting Information Appendix, Methods S5, Table S7 ). These narrow clines may often be spurious: they were associated with low var.ex estimates and were therefore not among the clines identified as non-neutral. All non-neutral SNPs showed greater than average allele frequency differences (closely related to F ST ) between cline ends, but differences were often moderate (Fig. 2B ) (in contrast to observations for simulated selected SNPs).
CLUSTERING IN THE GENOME
Assigning all SNPs variable in the hybrid zone to the closest genetic map position (if within 1,000 bp of a genetic map position), we tested for clustering of non-neutral SNPs at different genomic scales (Supporting Information Appendix, Methods S8) by applying permutation tests. We found striking clustering at the level of linkage groups: three LGs (6, 14, and 17) contained about three quarters of all non-neutral SNPs (Fig. 3A) . There was also significant clustering by map position within these linkage groups, as well as in LG3, and also by 10 cM intervals in LGs 2, 4, 6, 9, 14, and 17. Significant clustering of non-neutral SNPs was also observed within contigs, but only below 100 bp (Supporting Information Appendix, Fig. S3) .
Notably, LGs 6, 14, and 17 each contained a single region with elevated proportions of non-neutral SNPs, measuring between 12.5 and 29.5 cM in length (Fig. 3B) . Genotypes for nonneutral SNPs within these regions were correlated (Supporting Information Appendix, Fig. S5 ). The mean linkage disequilibrium (LD) was greater between SNPs within contigs, and declined more slowly with recombination distance within these regions compared to the remaining parts of LGs 6, 14, and 17 (Supporting Information Appendix, Table S8 ). In each case, the effect was stronger in one ecotype than the other, probably reflecting levels of polymorphism for an underlying chromosomal rearrangement. In the following, we refer to these blocks of high LD and high concentration of non-neutral SNPs as nnBlocks (non-neutral blocks).
Each of the three nnBlocks had a characteristic pattern of cline slope and differentiation. Whereas LG14 was characterized by high F ST values and relatively shallow slopes, LG6 showed both high F ST and steep slopes and LG17 showed only moderate F ST , but many SNPs with very steep slopes ( Fig. 4 ; Supporting Information Appendix, Fig. S6B ). 
GENOTYPE-PHENOTYPE-ENVIRONMENT
ASSOCIATIONS
None of the non-neutral SNPs had cline centers near the habitat transition from boulder field to rock platform (67.0 m; arrow 1 in Fig. 1 ). Instead, centers were concentrated close to the transition from rock platform to steep cliff (i.e., the transition to a crab-free area at 85.0 m, arrow 2 in Fig. 1 ) (Fig. 4) . However, the correspondence between non-neutral cline centers and habitat transition was not perfect, as the average cline center was displaced to 91.8 m (Fig. 4) . The average cline center corresponded to a gap in our sampling (orange arrow in Fig. 1A ), which reflects a gap in snail distribution, potentially due to an unusually smooth cliff surface without cracks. This shift is unlikely to be an artifact of fitting clines in an area with uneven sampling density because no shift was observed in the simulated data, which mimicked the observed sampling distribution. SNPs within nnBlocks on LG6 and LG17 clustered together, but at slightly different average positions, while cline centers of the LG14 nnBlock were more widely spread (Fig. 4) .
No significant single-locus associations were found for the studied quantitative traits, using the GenABEL package (Aulchenko et al. 2007 Table S9 ). Only a single color-associated SNP passed filters for the cline analysis; this one did not show a significant cline (Supporting Information Appendix, Table S9 ).
Partitioning of the contribution of each chromosome to the overall heritability, using HEIDI (Kostem and Eskin 2013) , suggested a concentration of effects on a subset of linkage groups, including those with nnBlocks. For size, six linkage groups had non-zero contributions, including large effects of LG6 and LG12. For shape, effects were more widespread but LGs 6, 9, 14, and 17 made the largest contributions. When the contributions of LGs 6, 14, and 17 were further partitioned, all or most (>70%) of the effect was attributable to the nnBlocks (Supporting Information Appendix, Fig. S8 , Table S10 ). 
RESULTS WITH ALTERNATIVE SIMULATION
PARAMETERS
The cline patterns observed in the simulations, and consequently the var.ex threshold used for identification of non-neutral SNPs in the observed data, depend on the input parameter values used for the simulations. We performed additional simulations to test sensitivity to input parameter combinations, and to test a model of secondary contact (detailed methods and results in Supplementary Document S1 Table S11 for proportions of neutral and non-neutral SNPs).
Discussion
Hybrid zone analysis has a long history in the study of divergence and speciation (Barton and Hewitt 1985; Szymura and Barton 1986; Harrison 1993) , and has more recently been recommended as a promising approach in combination with high-throughput genomic data (Abbott et al. 2013; Gompert et al. 2017; Ravinet et al. 2017 ). This method may not only improve detection of genomic regions affected by divergent selection, but may also facilitate the identification of genomic regions under more complex patterns of selection and the understanding of genotype-phenotype-selection links. However, exploiting these opportunities requires extensive sampling and genotyping, plus improved methods of data analysis (Gompert et al. 2012; Lindtke et al. 2012; Parchman et al. 2013; Vines et al. 2016; Stankowski et al. 2017 ). The simulation approach developed here advances the use of hybrid zones to detect and interpret genomic regions underlying divergence.
IDENTIFICATION OF NON-NEUTRAL SNPs AND EXTENT OF DIFFERENTIATION
Clinal patterns proved to be pervasive across the genome. This is not surprising given restricted gene flow between ecotypes and is likely to be the case also in other empirical systems (e.g., Stankowski et al. 2017) . Our simulations, informed by our prior knowledge about the demographic history of L. saxatilis, showed that significant clines often occur at neutral loci that are not linked to any selected loci. Observing clinal variation is clearly not sufficient evidence to infer divergent selection. However, the simulations provided a means to discriminate loci influenced by direct or linked selection from this background of expected clines for neutral SNPs. This strategy used more information than a typical F ST outlier scan (by including spatial coordinates as well as by using a larger number of samples), and detected a large number of non-neutral SNPs across the L. saxatilis genome. Non-neutral SNPs generally showed smaller var.ex and smaller F ST estimates than the simulated selected SNPs. This was expected given that all simulated selected SNPs were under direct selection, while the observed dataset may contain SNPs influenced by various types of selection pressures and strengths of direct or indirect selection. Nevertheless, it is notable that fixed differences between ecotypes were extremely rare in the observed data, and levels of differentiation were generally low. There are several possible explanations for this result. First, it could be explained simply by the presence of SNPs that are linked to selected variants, but not under direct selection. Such SNPs may appear as non-neutral, while not showing high differentiation because recombination weakens their association with the causal variant. As we used a reduced-representation dataset, SNPs under direct selection are likely rare in our data, while linked divergent selection may explain patterns at many SNPs. However, it is unlikely that linkage can fully explain the observed patterns, as many non-neutral SNPs did show steep clines. With increasing recombination distance from a selected locus, not only F ST but also cline slope should decrease.
Selection on polygenic traits may also contribute to this pattern of low differentiation. It has been shown that with polygenic architectures underlying divergent traits, differentiation may not be pronounced (Le Corre and Kremer 2012; Yeaman 2015) ; in L. saxatilis, many traits contributing to divergence (e.g., shell size and thickness) are likely to be highly polygenic.
An additional possible explanation relevant for a subset of our dataset is a combination of divergent and balancing selection. If different optima at the two cline ends are combined with balancing selection (e.g., heterozygote advantage) for the same locus, fixation will be prevented at least at one cline end. This scenario could generate steep clines despite relatively low F ST . As a simple example, imagine a biallelic locus, with one allele favored in the Crab habitat and the other allele favored in the Wave habitat. If the allele favored in the Wave habitat is lethal in homozygous form, but heterozygotes are strongly favored in this habitat, then a polymorphism will be maintained in the Wave habitat, preventing fixation.
While prevalent balancing selection across the genome might seem unlikely, many non-neutral SNPs in our system appear to reside in genomic rearrangements, probably inversions (see below) (Fig. 3) . As noted above, some theoretical models predict balancing selection on inversions, and this has been supported by observational evidence (Wellenreuther et al. 2017) . Balancing selection on inversions is therefore a possible explanation for the low differentiation of some of the non-neutral SNPs we observed, specifically for the SNPs in the LG17 nnBlock, which showed particularly low differentiation (Fig. S6B) .
As an example of a differentiation-based outlier scan, which we expected to bias against regions affected by divergent selection but with limited differentiation, we ran a BayeScan (Foll and Gaggiotti 2008) analysis and compared it with our cline analysis (Supplementary Information Appendix, Methods S9, Fig. S13) . The results show a strong overlap between analyses (ß70% of outlier SNPs were identical under our settings), owing to the fact that both analyses identify loci of high differentiation. However, the BayeScan outlier analysis was systematically biased against the low-differentiation SNPs detected by the cline analysis. For example, the nnBlock on LG17, which showed strong patterns of LD and strong evidence of selection, could not be detected with the BayeScan analysis under standard settings, and many SNPs in this region remained undetectable even under lenient settings (Supplementary Information Appendix, Fig.  S13 ). This is not an issue of sample size (which was reduced in the outlier scan, as only individuals from the cline ends could be used): Even if the number of individuals used for the F ST outlier scan was increased, these SNPs would remain undetectable due to their low levels of differentiation. These results highlight that some architectures underlying adaptive divergence may be undetectable with differentiation-based outlier scans, but can be identified based on patterns of clinal allele frequency change.
While custom simulation combined with hybrid zone data is a powerful approach to detecting genomic regions under selection, it shares some limitations with other approaches . Cline patterns, like patterns of F ST , may be affected by the genomic distribution of recombination rates and gene density (Martin et al. 2016; Burri 2017 ). In addition, also for cline analysis a threshold must be defined above which SNPs are considered "non-neutral"; this threshold reflects a trade-off between false-positive and false-negative rates. Further data, e.g. from experiments, will therefore be necessary to test candidate loci. Nevertheless, our results demonstrate how cline analysis can be used to improve the identification of loci affected by divergent selection and to understand the form of selection. It provides a promising approach that can be applied to genome-wide data in many other systems.
CLUSTERING IN THE GENOME
While there is empirical support for the prediction that divergence with gene flow leads to genomic clustering of selected loci (Samuk et al. 2017) or their concentration in chromosomal rearrangements (Twyford and Friedman 2015; Barth et al. 2017) , there is also evidence for many loci scattered across the genome in some taxa (Jones et al. 2012; Renaut et al. 2013; Henning et al. 2017 ). For L. saxatilis, we have generated the first linkage map and combined it with the non-neutral SNPs detected by cline analysis. We found non-neutral SNPs to be widespread across the genome, as expected because multiple traits (many of them likely to be polygenic) contribute to divergence and change gradually across the hybrid zone (Johannesson et al. 2010; Hollander et al. 2015; Le Pennec et al. 2017) . However, we did also find evidence for clustering of non-neutral SNPs, both at the level of linkage groups and map positions. Specifically, three quarters of nonneutral SNPs were located in only three large genomic regions (nnBlocks; 12.5 to 29.5 cM long) showing high levels of LD. These blocks cannot be explained by strong selection on many individual loci along the chromosome alone, as many individuals were heterozygous across whole blocks (Supporting Information Appendix, Fig. S5 ). Neither can they be explained by generally low recombination rates in these regions, as numerous recombination events occurred in the cross for the linkage map (Crab x Crab cross). The most likely explanations for the observed patterns are chromosomal rearrangements, probably inversions, with ecotypes differing in karyotype frequencies. Such rearrangements suppress recombination in heterokaryotypes, explaining why divergently selected SNPs and linked SNPs may be maintained in long blocks, but allow for normal recombination in homokaryotypes, consistent with recombination in the linkage map cross. The clustering of non-neutral SNPs in rearrangements is in line with both theoretical (Navarro and Barton 2003; Kirkpatrick and Barton 2006; Faria and Navarro 2010) and empirical (Jones et al. 2012; Twyford and Friedman 2015) work demonstrating the role inversions may play in adaptive divergence and speciation by preventing recombination between alleles adapted to the same environment, or between these alleles and alleles contributing to other components of reproductive isolation.
However, as SNPs within a rearranged genomic region are not independent, our current dataset cannot provide information about the number of selected loci located within each rearranged region. In principle, just a single locus under divergent selection might generate the observed differentiation along a large genomic region. However, we find that multiple divergently selected traits are associated with the rearrangements, indicating that multiple loci are involved (see below).
Further work is needed to study the role and number of individual loci within the putative rearrangements, and to experimentally test the hypothesis of balancing selection, e.g. by testing for heterozygote advantage in lab populations. The potential interaction between divergent and balancing selection may also add a new angle to research on the role of inversions in speciation: In contrast to expectations from most existing models, inversions might impede the completion of speciation if balancing selection prevents fixation. This hypothesis requires additional work, both in terms of theoretical modeling and empirical tests in other taxa.
GENOTYPE-PHENOTYPE-ENVIRONMENT
ASSOCIATIONS
In hybrid zones, association analysis can be used to test which chromosomal regions contain loci underlying adaptive phenotypes. Of three mappable color traits (which also showed clinal changes across the hybrid zone), one (banded) showed strong associations near the boundary of the LG6 nnBlock, and two of the banding-associated SNPs were located on the same contigs as multiple nnSNPs. We found no significant single-locus association for shell size or shape, which may be influenced by multiple loci of small effect. However, when partitioning the variation among linkage groups and between regions within and outside nnBlocks, we found that the nnBlocks on LG6, 14, and 17 disproportionately contribute to variation in these quantitative traits. These associations are another piece of evidence indicating the importance of these putative genomic rearrangements for divergent adaptation.
One great advantage of hybrid zone analysis is that it can be used to make inferences about the patterns of selection in space. We found that the cline centers of most non-neutral SNPs were located close to the transition from crab-free to crab-infested habitat. This suggests that crabs represent a strong selection pressure driving divergence between ecotypes, as indicated by previous experimental work (Johannesson 1986 ). In contrast, no non-neutral cline centers coincided with the transition to wave-exposed habitat. This is surprising given previous evidence for wave exposure as a selection pressure in this system, and given that the cline center for the shape phenotype (which is likely important for wave resistance (Le Pennec et al. 2017) ) roughly co-locates with this transition (Fig. 1) . It is possible that shape variation is underlain by a relatively small number of loci, none of which was captured with our sequencing approach.
We observed that, even though most non-neutral clines centered near the transition to the steep cliff, they were displaced into the Wave habitat. Dominance or epistasis may displace individual SNP clines; however, the concordant displacement of numerous SNP clines across the genome requires another explanation, as neither dominance nor epistasis is expected to affect all SNPs in similar ways. Instead, cline centers map to an area of low snail density (Fig. 1A) . Since this area is close to a habitat transition, the observed patterns are consistent with locally asymmetric dispersal trapping clines in the density trough (Barton and Hewitt 1985) . Therefore, the observed spatial patterns do not only give indications about the axes of divergent selection, but also reveal other possible forces affecting allele frequency patterns. None of this information would have been available with standard genome scan analyses, which reduce complex patterns of divergence down to a binary comparison (Stuart et al. 2017) .
Overall, our analyses show that the cline-based approach represents a significant improvement over genome-scan methods because more information is available to distinguish signatures of selection, including forms of selection that are not simply divergent between habitats, from neutral variation. They reveal a clustered genetic architecture, dominated by large blocks of strong LD, and show how these genomic regions are associated with adaptive phenotypes and environmental transitions. Similar approaches can be applied productively in many other systems.
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